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EPICUREAN LOUNGE Found To Be Distinctive (Even For
English Speaking Hedonists)
Slobodan Petoševi? (PETOSEVIC) · Tuesday, March 29th, 2016

A lifestyle and hospitality company well known for its luxurious beach clubs and hotels, has
recently succeeded in registering EPICUREAN LOUNGE word mark in the European Union.
While the OHIM examiner initially refused the application on the grounds of descriptiveness, an
appeal reversed the examiner’s decision.

In September 2014, Nikki Beach filed a community trademark application for EPICUREAN
LOUNGE registration with respect to various services in classes 35, 41 and 43. The OHIM
examiner initially refused the application for services in classes 41 and 43 based on the grounds of
descriptiveness and non-distinctiveness. The examiner informed the applicant that the mark was
not eligible for registration pursuant to Article 7(1)(b) and (c) CTMR and Article 7(2) CTMR, i.e.
the mark has a clear descriptive meaning in relation to the services applied for.

The OHIM examiner stated that since the word “epicurean” meant “devoted to sensual pleasures,
esp. food and drink; hedonistic” and “lounge” represented “a living room in a private house; a
more expensive bar in a pub or hotel”, the relevant public, English-speaking consumers in the EU,
would understand the words “epicurean lounge” as a meaningful expression: “room in a house or
in a more expensive bar in a pub or hotel where people may enjoy things such as good food and
drink”.

In December 2014, the applicant filed its observations against the examiner’s objection. Having
considered the applicant’s observations, the examiner partially dismissed her refusal but
maintained it for some of the services in classes 41 and 43 – various educational, entertaining and
training services in class 41 and services in the field of providing food and drinks and
accommodation in Class 43.

In February 2015, the applicant filed an appeal requesting that the application be registered for all
services applied for. The applicant argued inter alia that the average consumer did not know the
meaning of the word “epicurean” as it could not be expected that he/she was familiar with the
ancient Greek philosopher Epicurus and the philosophy of Epicureanism merely because
“epicurean” was an English word.

In October 2015, OHIM’s Fifth Board of Appeal annulled the contested decision and allowed the
CTM application to proceed to publication. The Board stated that the word ‘epicurean’ might not
be understood or known by the general public of the contested services and that the fact that the
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term appears in the dictionary (Collins online dictionary, quoted by the examiner) is not sufficient
to show that the word is commonly used or understood by the average English-speaking consumer.
The Board went on to state that the general public might not be familiar with all entries in a general
dictionary and even if the public were familiar with Epicurus, a number of mental steps would still
be necessary to establish a link between the meaning of the word ‘epicurean’ and the contested
services. The Board concluded that the trademark has the minimum degree of distinctiveness
necessary to pass the threshold of Article 7(1)(b) CTMR.

The trademark was registered in the EU on February 8, 2016. Atypically, the case was handled by
the Brussels office of the East European firm PETOSEVIC.

_____________________________

To make sure you do not miss out on regular updates from the Kluwer Trademark Blog, please
subscribe here.
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The 2022 Future Ready Lawyer survey showed that 79% of lawyers think that the importance of
legal technology will increase for next year. With Kluwer IP Law you can navigate the
increasingly global practice of IP law with specialized, local and cross-border information and
tools from every preferred location. Are you, as an IP professional, ready for the future?
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This entry was posted on Tuesday, March 29th, 2016 at 9:04 am and is filed under Community
Trademark, EUIPO, The EU is an economic and political association of certain European countries as
a unit with internal free trade and common external tariffs.“>European Union
You can follow any responses to this entry through the Comments (RSS) feed. You can leave a
response, or trackback from your own site.
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